
Paint! 
1. LOOK FOR INSPIRATION 
Pick something you love it could be a plant, fishbowl, photograph or a painting. 
 
2. CHANGE INTO OLD CLOTHES 
Acrylic paints will permanent stain your clothes. Pick out some old duds and roll up 
your sleeves. 
 
3. PREPARE YOUR CREATIVE SPACE 
Spread newspaper out on your worksurface.Use an old glass jar or plastic cup and 
fill it with water to clean your brushes. Grab some paper towels for drying your 
brushes. If your water gets murky while your painting stop and change it. 
 
4. SKETCH YOUR DESIGN LIGHTLY IN PENCIL 
Pencil lines can easily be erased off the canvas. Don't worry about how they look, 
they'll be covered up by the paint. 
 
5. SET UP YOUR PAINT 
Use an old plate, paper plate or 12" square piece of foil as your pallette. Squeeze out 
a pea sized dollop of each color you need for your design. You can always add more. 
If you have leftover paint, tightly cover your pallet with plastic wrap to keep it wet 
for an extra day. 
 
6. CHOOSE THE RIGHT BRUSH FOR THE JOB 
Don't get frustrated, remember big brushes are for big spaces little brushes are for 
the details. 
 
7. PAINT! 
Dive in and have fun. Leave the dark colors for last. It's always easier to add dark 
colors over light colors, than to lighten up something that is too dark. I try to use 
only the tiniest bit of black. 
 
8. MISTAKES? 
Don't panic. Wipe off the wet paint with paper towel, or use a cotton swab for small 
areas. Let the canvas dry for 20 minutes or so. Then paint over the problem. 
 
9. FINISHING TOUCHES 
Paint the edges of your canvas so it can be hung without a frame. Use your smallest 
brush to sign your masterpiece in the bottom right hand corner. 
 
10. BRAVO! YOU'RE AN ARTIST. 
Repeat steps 1-10 as often as possible.                         
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